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Fishbone "Critical Times: Hen House Sessions" (MVD)
By Josh Kimmelman
Friday. Feb 18, 2:02 AM
You can't keep rock music’s greatest and originally zany underdogs down. 

If you don’t believe that you can’t keep a good band down, you may want to check the legacy of alt-
freakout veterans Fishbone and their documented musical efforts in this DVD entitled Critical Times: 
Hen House Sessions. In the latest episode of Fishbone’s melodramatic and turbulent saga, the band is 
stationed at Henhouse Studios in Venice, CA, where they are allowed to record for free in exchange for 
the right to have their efforts documented on camera. Apparently, according to the o-fish-al Fishbone 
website, they got screwed after being told that the footage was to be used as content for a compilation, 
and not as a Fishbone-only feature. Fishbone does not endorse this product, and requests that you not 
buy it. But if you are a Fishbone fan, or just enjoy your cup of funk off-center with a tablespoon of 
insanity, hearing the new and brilliant material will be too much temptation, if not for the opportunity to 
see one of rock music’s greatest and originally zany underdogs do their thing.

Taking multiple casualties, the Nuttmeg Soldiers are down to only three original members: poet lauriate/
sax-blower/Theremin-meister Angelo Moore, brassologist Walter Kibby, and supreme bass nastyman 
Norwood Fisher. That leaves some pretty large shoes to fill, and they have filled them nicely. The 
Henhouse Sessions reveals the new and arguably improved line-up as a welcome fit to the band’s 
eccentric sound, chameleon-like tendencies, and more. We are treated to the rare spectacle of a 
spontaneously outrageous band of brothers hashing it out through all aspects of the difficult recording 
process, from the blunted clowning-around in the green room, to near-screaming-matches inside the 
recording booth. The majority of the video takes place inside the studio, but there are some enjoyable 
scenes of the band being themselves beyond the soundproofed walls. Most rewarding are the brief off-
location interview sessions with the members, notably Angelo’s guided tour of his home. Here we see 
but a glimpse of the multi-faceted frontman’s genius, as he gives us an in-depth look as to how he keeps 

his many creative personalities frosting with ideas by making his place of residence a source of omnipresent inspiration and spiritual 
contemplation.

After a heartbreakingly bizarre and sometimes nasty string of estranged bandmates and ugly departures, Fishbone’s remaining members have 
pulled it together to record what could be their zaniest and most technically complex work in their entire enduring career. Where the bandmates 
may let the sparks fly over such annoyances like Angelo’s love for the Theremin, everyone always seems to stay on the same page where it 
counts: the music. Par for the course, since without the fireworks, it just wouldn’t be Fishbone.
www.fishbone.net
www.musicvideodistributors.com

 Feedback: Post Your Constructive Criticism

Got something constructive to say? By all means, rant away. Gonna blab about something unrelated and/or talk shit? Don't expect your comment 
to stick around.
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Your constructive criticism:

 

 Past Constructive Criticism

Jon posted the following Constructive Criticism: I felt that saying there were near-screaming arguments was an exaggeration of what went on in 
the video. Good review overall, but don't exagerate the couple negative moments. 

 

 

Trespassers William “Different Stars” (Nettwerk)
Do not operate heavy machinery with this in the tape deck.
NOFX "The Greatest Songs Ever Written (By Us)" (Epitaph)
Thank God some things don’t change.
The Blood Brothers "Crimes" (V2)
In which I wash out the bad taste in my mouth with my foot.
"Maybe This Christmas Tree" (Nettwerk)
Better late than never, especially when it's a comp this good in theory and execution.
Fishbone "Critical Times: Hen House Sessions" (MVD)
You can't keep rock music’s greatest and originally zany underdogs down.

 

Most Precious Blood
An interview with guitarist Justin Brannan.
The Unicorns / An Albatross / Besnard Lakes
live at Bowery Ballroom (New York, NY) Nov. 4th, 2004
Juliette And The Licks
live at Tribeca Rock Club (New York, NY) Nov. 13th, 2004
Napalm Death "Leaders Not Followers: Part 2" (Century Media)
An interview with vocalist Mark "Barney" Greenway
Candiria "What Doesn't Kill You..." (Type A)
An interview with bassist/backup vocalist Mike MacIvor
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